Kids Get the Inside Story

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Give any child a closed box and the first thing they will
ask is “What’s inside?” And as parents we know it’s much
cooler to keep the secret and enjoy the surprise, the discovery. And it’s not just cool, it’s smart. Instead of just telling
children what’s beneath the surface, why not give them the
tools to find the answers for themselves. There are many
kits, games and toys that inspire kids to peer inside, and
what they find only leads deeper, to seek what else may be
hidden. Curiosities being the hallmark of youthful exploration, the following items give kids the resource to go beneath the surface and to seek amazing inside stories.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Break Open Real
Geodes

4D Visions: Dog
(Tedco)

Part of a series of anatomy
kits for kids, the 4D Visions:
Dog offers an inside view of
the man’s best friend, and all
the interior marvels that make
him tick. Standing about sixand-a-half inches high, the
realistic canine frame contains
28 removable components that feature a dog’s anatomy. An
ideal intro into vertebrate mammal structure, young hands can
use the included assembly guide to build and disassemble
the model while learning their way around the interior biology
of a dog. With great hand-painted details, this exploration of everything inside a dog makes a great discovery tool and a cool
display when it’s not teaching!

(Dr. Cool Science)

Geodes are natural rock formations that form when hollow chambers
occur in rock and over time minerals
accrete inside, forming crystals of
different shapes and colors. But no
one knows what is inside these small
roundish stones until they are cracked open. With the Break Open
Real Geodes kit, kids can use the enclosed safety goggles and
a borrowed hammer to crack open the kit’s six geodes which are
millions of years old. Once the hammer strikes and the mysterious
crystals inside the stones are revealed, the kit includes an Adventurer’s Guide with more facts about the science of geodes. At
once satisfying curiosity while encouraging a smashing good time,
kids will love to take a whack at geodes to see what’s inside!

Nancy B’s ScienceClub Aquascope

Perplexus

(PlaSmart Inc.)
This challenging sphere keeps
the game play just under the surface,
while players on the outside twist, turn
and tumble the ball to win. Perplexus
is a clear plastic globe that contains a
complex maze and a single silver ball.
Navigating the maze inside the sphere
– yet unable to touch the silver ball – players must look inside
and use only outside manipulation to move the ball through
its paces and to its destination. Twists, flips, spins and other
moves keep the ball in play on the inside. Reasoning and
reflexes combine to move the ball that you can’t touch through
challenges, mazes, tracks and tunnels just in sight, but out of
reach. Fun for individual play or multi-player timed challenges,
Perplexus takes you inside a game you can’t put down!

(Educational Insights)

While our eyes are always
drawn to pools of water, the reflective and shifting surface makes it
hard to see what lies just below.
The ScienceClub Aquascope is an engaging tool that allows the
user to break the surface and get a clear, magnified view of what’s
happening beneath the water line. Perfect for spying creatures
and formations just under the water’s surface of tide pools, shallow
ponds, slow creeks and more, the Aquascope is also equipped
with a temperature strip and a LED flashlight for extra underwater
illumination. The included Marine Biologist’s Journal offers activities
that encourage note-taking, drawings and more. Best enjoyed by
the middle-school set, the Aquascope is a drylander’s dream for a
journey of discovery just below the surface of ponds and pools.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
by Gerry Paige Smith

Good Little Books
It’s a universal fact that all kids start out small. Of course they grow, some faster
than others, some more than others. But while they are still little kids…it’s a big world
they live in. Sometimes bigness can loom large, intimidating the small. Big – in the
form of parents and other adults - can also be an instinctive destination for comfort
and protection. But kids should know that being little comes with a power and importance of its own, too. The following titles feature relationships between big and little,
with sweet perspectives that make kids’ time as a ‘little’, a plus on their journey to big.

Little Cub

by Oliver Dunrea (Penguin / Philomel)
A little cub lives alone in the big forest. He doesn’t really like the dark nights. He’s hungry, too. The little cub sees fish, but can’t catch them; smells honey in the tree, but can’t get
to it. Mostly, little cub doesn’t like being alone. In the same forest is a big grizzled old bear.
He catches fish and collects honey, but doesn’t like eating dinner for one. He doesn’t like the
dark much either. Old bears get lonely, too. When their paths cross, these two very different
bears discover that each has something the other needs to solve their problems. Simple sentences and softly colored pencil and gouache drawings warm up this sweet story of how the
biggest and the littlest often need each other to become whole.

The King of the Little Things

by Bill Lepp, Illustrated by David T. Wensel (Peachtree)
In this kingdom full of kings, all striving to be the biggest monarchs with the most money and
the biggest armies, there was also a king of all the little things. While the biggest kings grew their
power and wealth, the King of Little Things poured his love and attention into the smallest treasures
of the realm, things like buttons, lamp wicks, ants and keys. When the biggest king of all defeated
the other rulers bringing the entire world under his power, all that remained was to conquer the
little things. But vast armies can be brought low by little things - like raindrops in the gunpowder,
chiggers in their underpants and mealworms in the bread. As the great king seeks to dominate the
small, he discovers to his dismay just how vital the little things are to making all the big things work.
This clash of kings, of great and small, is just the right size of wonderful for little readers!

Little Burro

by Jim Arnosky (Penguin / G.P. Putnam’s Sons)
Being the only little one in her band of burros can be trying for Little Burro. She loves their warm and
cozy hillside home. It’s her favorite place, with sweet cactus and cool breezes in the day. So when her
band begins to leave her home, she digs in her heels, brays loudly and refuses to go. But her mother’s
gentle guidance compels her to join their treacherous and dry journey. At the end of the trail Little Burro
is delighted to see a lake for the first time! She frolics, splashes and drinks the cool water until the sun
begins to set. When it’s time to return to their hillside home, Little Burro digs in her heels, brays loudly and
refuses to go. But as the big burros depart, she finally joins them on their journey homeward. A testament
to little ones’ instinctual resistance to change, their loyalty to favorite things and the leaps forward kids
take as they try something new, Little Burro celebrates the little steps that lead to the bigger world.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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